Hyperspectral Imaging for Resection Margin Assessment during Cancer Surgery.
Complete tumor removal during cancer surgery remains challenging due to the lack of accurate techniques for intraoperative margin assessment. This study evaluates the use of hyperspectral imaging for margin assessment by reporting its use in fresh human breast specimens. Hyperspectral data were first acquired on tissue slices from 18 patients after gross sectioning of the resected breast specimen. This dataset, which contained over 22,000 spectra, was well correlated with histopathology and was used to develop a support vector machine classification algorithm and test the classification performance. In addition, we evaluated hyperspectral imaging in clinical practice by imaging the resection surface of six lumpectomy specimens. With the developed classification algorithm, we determined if hyperspectral imaging could detect malignancies in the resection surface. The diagnostic performance of hyperspectral imaging on the tissue slices was high; invasive carcinoma, ductal carcinoma in situ, connective tissue, and adipose tissue were correctly classified as tumor or healthy tissue with accuracies of 93%, 84%, 70%, and 99%, respectively. These accuracies increased with the size of the area, consisting of one tissue type. The entire resection surface was imaged within 10 minutes, and data analysis was performed fast, without the need of an experienced operator. On the resection surface, hyperspectral imaging detected 19 of 20 malignancies that, according to the available histopathology information, were located within 2 mm of the resection surface. These findings show the potential of using hyperspectral imaging for margin assessment during breast-conserving surgery to improve surgical outcome.